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Introduction 

 

Katukina-Kanamari and Sikuani (henceforth, Kat and Sik, respectively)
1
 contrast in a number of 

grammatical features, particularly in their basic alignment: Kat is almost homogenously ergative; 

Sik is accusative.
2
 Their causative and applicative constructions—along with other valence 

changes not addressed in this paper, like noun incorporation—raise interesting questions 

concerning various issues related to grammatical relations, semantic roles, and the nature of 

typological notions. Put in a nutshell: 1) grammatical relations are defined on a strictly formal 

basis; 2) as for causatives and applicatives, Kat and Sik behave in exactly opposite ways on the 

grounds of morphology and syntax, but identically regarding the semantics of participants; 3) 

hence, a generalization about what a “causative” or an “applicative” is—cross-linguistically 

speaking—can only be achieved on the basis of semantic roles. It is worth noting that this does 

not entail that formal and semantic levels of structure ought to be mixed when accounting for 

grammatical phenomena. Much on the contrary: to my mind, provided these levels are clearly 

teased apart as a prerequisite to method and theory, we can begin to explore the way they are 

internally structured and the way they interact with each other. 

I will proceed from a preliminary comparison of basic morphosyntactic features in both 

languages, and then I will describe their causative and applicative constructions in order to 

contrast them at the formal and semantic levels. Finally, I will sketch a discussion on the 

typology issue. 

 

1. Language profiles 

 

(See synopsis on next page.) 

 

Hereafter, a few examples on argument coding and constituency in each language. 

 

1.1. Kat 

 

Divalent verb and noun phrases; agent internal to the verb phrase, case marked, preceding the 

head; patient external, non/marked, following the verb phrase. 

 

  

                                                        
1 Kat: 2,000 speakers, between Purus and Javari, south of the Amazon; Katukina family. Sik: about 30,000 speakers 

in the savannas of the middle Orinoco, Colombia, and Venezuela; Guahibo family. 
2 Kat has no clear co-reference pivot. Sik displays ubiquitous ergativity (for that notion, see Queixalós, 2010). 
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Kat  Sik 

rather isolating  WORD TYPE strongly agglutinating 

strong 

agent in VP 

CONSTITUENCY rather weak  

patient in VP 

VP unique (flexible) 

VP  patient (flexible) 

head final in NP/VP/PP  

ORDER unique  VP (flexible) 

agent   VP (flexible) 

head final in NP/VP/PP  

predicate  

 noun (no copula3) 

 verb  

argument  

 noun (morphological case) 

 *verb (  nominalisation) 

NOUN / VERB 

 

predicate  

 noun (no copula) 

 verb  

argument  

 noun (no morphological case)  

 *verb (  nominalisation) 

affixes noun = verb  

3 persons 
singular, plural 

PERSON affixes noun  verb  
3 persons + inclusive/exclusive 

singular, dual, plural 

nouns 1 vs. 2 
verbs  1 vs. 2 

VALENCE nouns 1 vs. 2 
verbs  1 vs. 2 vs. 3  

unique & patient: NP vs. pro 

agent: NP vs. person prefix 

 

 

 

 

 

 

unique=patient  agent  
 

ARGUMENT CODING  

&  

ALIGNMENT 

 

unique, agent & patient: NP vs. pro 

unique & agent: person suffix 

patient:  person prefix  

trivalent verbs:  

 goal:  NP vs. pro  

           + person prefix            

 patient: NP vs. pro 

 

unique=agent  patient  
trivalent verbs:  

 goal = patient of divalent  

   patient4 

unique/patient = absolutive = subject 

agent = ergative = object  

 

ROLES, CASES & 

GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS 

 

unique/agent = nominative = subject 

patient = accusative = object  

trivalent verbs:  

         goal = accusative5 = direct 
object 

         patient = indirect object 

causative: affix vs. auxiliary 

applicative: preverbs, few 

noun incorporation: divalent nouns6 

reflexive 

reciprocal  

voice: recessive, promotional7 

split transitivity: ergative/accusative 

CHANGES IN ARGUMENT 

STRUCTURE 

 

causative: auxiliary 

applicative: preverbs, many 

noun incorporation: all nouns8 

reflexive = reciprocal  

 

voice:   recessive,  promotional9  
 

particles TAM particles, auxiliaries, verb inflection 

                                                        
3 Maybe an existential copula. 
4 But see below for NP positions. 
5 In verb morphology. 
6 Mainly. 
7 Morphologically and syntactically 
8 Restrictions on saliency features. 
9 Retains both argument slots on verb; patient stays in the accusative slot, but is promoted syntatically. "Argument": 

formal correlate of a core participant. 
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(1)  Mayon-na=
10

 tukman barahai 
 Mayon-ERGATIVE= cut venison 

 “Mayon cut the venison” 

 

Divalent verb, pronominal prefix for agent; moved patient noun phrase, preceding verb phrase. 

 

(2)  wapoko ma-purinman kuda 
 dart 3PLURAL-blow again 

 “they blew on the dart again” 

 

Monovalent verb, no argument morphology; noun phrase following verb phrase, no overt case. 

 

(3) daa piya 
 go man 

 “the man went away” 

 

Monovalent verb, no argument morphology; zero noun phrase. 

 

(4) daan 
 go 

 “he went away” 

 

Generic patients trigger the accusative clause, where the former appear within the verb phrase, 

and the agent, external, follows the verb. Compare with (1): 

 

(5)  barahai tukman Mayon  
 venison cut Mayon 

 “Mayon cut venison” 

 

1.2. Sik 

 

Divalent verb and noun phrases; pronominal affixes for arguments (third person zero); agent 

noun phrase external to the verb phrase, initial, no overt case marking; patient noun phrase 

internal to the verb phrase, preceding the head; no overt case marking. 

 

(6) Nusalia dopa Ø-exana-Ø 
 Nusalia yopo 3ACCUSATIVE-make-3NOMINATIVE 

 “Nusalia made yopo” 

 

Divalent verb and realized pronominal affixes for arguments (non third persons). 

 

(7) ne-asiwa-me 
 1ACCUSATIVE-like-2NOMINATIVE 

                                                        
10 The notation {A-x=  B} stands for: an element x is phonologically bound to an adjacent following element B but 

its grammatical host is A. In other words, the gramatical structure of clitics is restituted in examples. 
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 “you like me” 

 

Monovalent verb, pronominal suffix, noun phrase in preverbal position. 

 

(8) taha-monae hinawonopa-Ø Kotsipa-tha 
 1POSSESSIVE-group live-3NOMINATIVE Kotsipa-LOCATIVE 

 “my family lives in Kotsipa” 

 

Monovalent verb and realized pronominal suffix for the argument (non third persons). 

 

(9) hinawonopa-tsi Kotsipa-tha 
 live-4NOMINATIVE

11 Kotsipa-LOCATIVE 

 “we [inclusive] live in Kotsipa” 

 

Trivalent verb, two pronominal affixes for arguments, agent and goal, two realized noun 

phrases.
12

 

 

(10) Nusalia dopa ne-rahuta-Ø 
 Nusalia yopo 1ACCUSATIVE-give-3NOMINATIVE 

 “Nusalia gave me the yopo” 

 

Now we can see how these languages increment their verb valence, beginning with causation. 

  

2. Causatives 

 

As is common, in terms of semantic roles, both Kat and Sik introduce an agent as the initiator of 

the state of affairs depicted by the non-causative clause. Now the effects on the morphosyntactic 

structure are in stark contrast, as we will see.  

 

2.1. Kat causatives 

 

The semantics of causation is still a matter of prospect in Kat. Two construction types—

synthetic-morphological and analytic-syntactic—are at work, either contrasting or in 

complementary distribution. On monovalent verbs, a suffix -tiki allows for an increment (the 

new participant) bearing initiator semantic role enter the agent slot of a divalent verb. Compare: 

 

(11) horon barahai 
 burn venison 

 “the venison burnt” 

 

                                                        
11 In glosses, I will call ‘fourth person’ the plural inclusive suffix. 
12 If realized, goal noun phrase would appear in postverbal position. That is, object alignment in trivalent clauses 

features an interesting split: verb morphology has goal = object of divalent whereas NP order has patient = object of 

divalent (keeping in mind that word order is relatively free in Sik). The extent of this parallelism to the well-known 

split between accusative and ergative in divalent clauses remains to be seen. As for direct objecthood, patient of 

divalent and goal of trivalent verbs are the only ones to access passivization. 
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(12) aobatsawa-na= horon-tiki barahai 
 his.wife-ERGATIVE= burn-CAUSATIVE venison 

 “his wife burnt the venison” 

 

A suffix -man competes with -tiki with a non-animate causee; same semantic and formal 

consequences. 

 

(13) bak barahai 
 be.good venison 

 “wild meat is good” 

 

(14) aobatyawa-na= bak-man  barahai 
 his.wife-ERGATIVE= BeGood-CAUSATIVE  venison 

 “his wife improved the venison” 

 

This last example has also been elicited with -tiki. 

 

(15) aobatyawa-na= bak-tiki  barahai 
 his.wife-ERGATIVE= BeGood-CAUSATIVE  venison 

 “his wife improved the venison” 

 

An obvious difference between these suffixes is that, for one of them, -man, the etymology is 

transparent: a verb man ‘make, do, say, get.’ This original meaning probably contributes to the 

rather indirect (manipulative, inductive) causation triggered by -man on an animate causee. 

  

(16) dadohi Yowai 
 run.away Yowai 

 “Yowai ran away” 

 

(17) awa nyama-na= dadohi-tiki Yowai 
 3POSSESSIVE mother-ERGATIVE= run-CAUSATIVE Yowai 

 “Yowai1’s mother made him1/2 run” 

 

(18) awa nyama-na= dadohi-man Yowai 
 3POSSESSIVE mother-ERGATIVE= run-CAUSATIVE Yowai 

 “Yowai1’s mother had him1/2 running” 

 

The verb man is found in divalent clause causation—which somehow confirms the semantic 

cline of the suffix toward indirect causation. The reader shall remember that Kat has no trivalent 

verbs. The construction is totally different, since we get a two-clause sentence: the matrix, 

headed by the causative verb whose ergative argument slot is filled with the increment, and the 

causativized clause, appearing as a completive in the matrix absolutive argument position and 

headed by the original divalent verb with two full-fledged arguments. (Note the dependence 

suffix -nin on the causativized-subordinated verb, which makes the difference between man 

causative verb vs. -man causative suffix.) 

 

(19) ma-man-na    wiri a-toman-nin 
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 3PLURAL-make-DIRECTIONAL wild.pig 3SINGULAR-shoot-DEPENDENCE 

 “they sent him over there to shoot wild pigs” 

 

The causee undergoes no raising to the matrix absolutive position: as (19) shows, this participant 

is realized inside the causativized clause verb phrase (personal prefix).
13

 

Another verb, nobuk/babu
14

 ‘give an order,’ forms biclausal causatives with monovalent 

and divalent verbs. Two peculiarities are worth noticing: 1) in spite of its semantics as a full 

verb, which entails a sentient semantic goal, as a causative verb it can co-occur with inanimate 

causees—compare (20) and (21)—and 2) when causativizing a divalent verb, its complement 

clause can feature either the ergative configuration (22) or the accusative one (24). Moreover, the 

latter does not seem to retain the genericity restriction on the accusative patient (see above). 

 

(20) Ba:da-na= babu Ayobi dadyoran-nin 
 Bada-ERGATIVE= order Ayobi enter-DEPENDENCE 

 “Bada invited Ayobi to come in” 

 

(21) Kopa-na= babu oman dawuhan-nin 
 Kopa-ERGATIVE= order tree fall-DEPENDENCE 

 “Kopa fell the tree” 

 

(22) Tamakori-na= babu Tokaniri-na= hak-nin don
15

 
 Tamakori-ERGATIVE= order Tokaniri-ERGATIVE= spear-DEPENDENCE fish 

 “Tamakori sent Tokaniri spear some fish” 

 

(23) Kontan-nav babu wiri tohman Kopa 
 Owi-ERGATIVE= order wild.pig shoot Kopa 

 “Owi sent Kopa shoot wild pigs” 

 

(24) a-nobuk opatyin wa:pa bubu-nin 
 3SINGULAR-order child dog beat-DEPENDENCE 

 “he sent the child beat the dog” 

 

It is worth noticing that the causee noun phrase in (22) is case marked for ergative, corroborating 

what was said above—near (19)—about the lack of raising in biclausal causatives. 

All these causatives have in common that they create a two-place (main) clause where the 

increment enters the scene at the ergative argument’s position, which entails (1) realization 

inside the verb phrase, and (2) either case morphology—ergative—if the increment surfaces as a 

noun phrase, or verb morphology if it surfaces pronominally. 

 

2.2. Sik causatives 

 

Causatives are achieved mainly
16

 through the use of the verb exana, ‘make’, as an auxiliary. The 

lexical verb and the auxiliary blend in a phonological word—hierarchization of stresses—taking 

                                                        
13 And the actual linear position of wiri results from its fronting within the subordinate clause. 
14 Respectively Kanamari/Bia Katukina dialect. 
15 Courtesy of Zoraide dos Anjos. 
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at its edges the pronominal affixes for nominative and accusative arguments. On monovalent 

verbs, a two-place complex verb is created where the increment holds the nominative-subject 

argument position, and the causee is demoted to accusative-direct object argument. 

 

(25) phirapa-hü1 
 stumble.and.fall-1NOMINATIVE 

 “I1 stumbled and fell down” 

 

(26) ne1-phirapa-exana-me2 
 1ACCUSATIVE- stumble.and.fall-make-2NOMINATIVE 

 “you2 made me1 stumble and fall down” 

 

Same mechanics on divalent verbs: the patient, former direct object argument, is demoted, and 

the increment surfaces in the same nominative position. In terms of the global redistribution of 

syntactic positions, Sik causatives operate in a push-chain mode with regard to the grammatical 

relations hierarchy put forth by Comrie (1976) and Keenan & Comrie (1977): the demoted 

participant fills the highest position below its own, ousting any participant that could be already 

there; the latter resumes the same behavior down the hierarchy.
17

 The causee goes to direct 

object, and the participant which was already there goes do indirect object. 

 

(27) penakueto1 Ø2-konita-Ø1 awiri2 
 child 3ACCUSATIVE-whip-3NOMINATIVE dog 

 “the child1 whipped the dog2” 

 

(28) taena3 penakueto1 Ø1-konitsia-exana-Ø3 awiri2 
 my.mother Child 3ACCUSATIVE-whip-3NOMINATIVE dog 

 “my mother3 made the child1 whip the dog2” 

 

With a second person causee surfacing as accusative prefix: 

 

(29) taena3 ka1-konitsia-exana-Ø3 awiri2 
 my.mother 2ACCUSATIVE-whip-make-3NOMINATIVE dog 

 “my mother3 made you1 whip the dog2” 

 

Utterly rare are causatives on trivalent verbs in non-elicited data. Seemingly, the extreme 

demotion out of the core takes place not toward postpositional adjunct constituents but into 

incorporation. As spontaneous (30) shows, on a basic projection like (31) the push-chain would 

result in (32).
18

 

 

(30) tsikirinewüthüyo Ø-mi-rahuta-exana-biaba-Ø 
 small.jaguar 3ACCUSATIVE-breast-give-make-ITERATIVE-3NOMINATIVE 

 “he (Rabbit) made her (Mother Jaguar) “breast-feed” the baby jaguar several times” 

                                                                                                                                                                                   
16 For more details, see Queixalós, 2002. 
17 The other cross-linguistically widespread redistribution is leapfrogwise: the demoted participant hops down the 

hierarchy until it finds a non-occupied position. 
18 But more data are required: divalent nouns are prone to incorporate, independently of causation. 
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(31) agent =  SUBJECT; goal      =           DIRECT OBJECT; patient=INDIRECT OBJECT 

 

 

(32) causer SUBJECT; agent-causee DIRECT OBJECT; goal  INDIRECT OBJECT; patientINCORPORATED 

 

Contrary to Kat, Sik operates all the way on a single-clause base and, more crucially, has its 

causer increment enter the scene at the subject position, which entails its realization outside the 

verb phrase. 

We will now see the applicative constructions. 

 

3. Applicatives 
 

Again, Kat and Sik are totally parallel respective of the semantic role introduced by the derived 

construction—this time, a non-agent entity interested in a way or another by the state of affairs 

denoted by the clause. And again, the effects on clause structure contrast straightforwardly. Both 

languages are also in contrast as to the relative richness and diversity of the applicative 

constructions: Kat is rather modest, Sik is most prolific. Now Kat as well as Sik applicative 

morphemes are preverbs clearly related, at least for some of them, to postpositions on the 

phonological and the semantic levels. 

 

3.1. Kat applicatives 
 

On monovalent verbs, the increment fills the absolutive position. An ergative argument position 

is created, which hosts the participant demoted from the absolutive position. 

 

(33) hoki adu no-katu 
 talk 1SINGULAR 2SINGULAR-SOCIATIVE.INSTRUMENTAL 

 “I am talking to you” 

 

(34) i-katu-hoki i:dik 
 1SINGULAR-APPLICATIVE-talk 2SINGULAR 

 “I am talking to you” 

 

Applicatives on divalent verbs are always built on ergative clauses, never on accusative 

clauses—recall the patient genericity constraint on accusatively aligned clauses. The ergative 

position is left untouched, the increment goes to absolutive, and the participant allotted to this 

position in the basic clause is demoted to adjunct position, marked by a sociative-instrumental 

postposition. 

 

(35) yo-ama-wandoki idi:k don-katu wa 
 1SINGULAR-APPLICATIVE-cook 2SINGULAR fish-SOCIATIVE.INSTRUMENTAL PROSPECTIVE 

 “I am going to cook fish for you” 
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Both katu- and ama- are incorporated postpositions—which is not the case of o-,
19

 benefactive-

malefactive. 

 

(36) hiya Ayobi 
 be.afraid Ayobi 

 “Ayobi is afraid” 

 

(37) Ayobi-na= o-hiya idi:k 
 Ayobi-ERGATIVE= APPLICATIVE-be.afraid you 

 “Ayobi is afraid of you” 

 

In Kat applicatives, then, the increment enters the scene at the absolutive position, which entails 

its realization outside the verb phrase. 

 

3.2. Sik applicatives 

 

Twenty-six preverbs contribute to shape the meaning of verbs, most of them combining semantic 

contents—to act surreptitiously / with something in the mouth / within a container / with bad 

intention, etc.—and change in argument structure. As is cross-linguistically common (Craig & 

Halle, 1988), many of them derive diachronically from adpositions, verbs, and nouns. On 

monovalent verbs, the applicative creates a direct object-accusative position, fulfilled by the 

increment, (39). On divalent verbs, the increment’s target is the same, and the participant which 

occupied the direct object position is demoted to indirect object, the subject-nominative position 

being left untouched, (41). 

 

(38) awiri tüpa-Ø 
 dog die-3NOMINATIVE 

 “the dog died” 

 

(39) awiri ne-to-tüpa-Ø 
 dog 3ACCUSATIVE- APPLICATIVE-die-3NOMINATIVE 

 “my dog died” 

 

(40) awiri Ø-beyaxuaba-me 
 dog 3ACCUSATIVE-kill-3NOMINATIVE 

 “you killed the dog” 

 

 

Once again, the push-chain is at work, but starting, this time, at the direct object position. 

No applicative on trivalent verbs has been attested so far. 

 

 

                                                        
19 Ok-, in Zoraide dos Anjos’s data. 

(41) awiri ne-to-beyaxuaba-me 
 dog 3ACCUSATIVE- APPLICATIVE-kill-3NOMINATIVE 

 “you killed my dog” 
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4. Comparison 
 

First I will settle part of the terminology so as to get comparable notions in each language. For 

our present purpose, what both languages have in common is, briefly, 

 

 mono- and divalent verbs
20

 

 a single class of monovalent verbs in terms of argument coding 

 a verb phrase 

 one of the divalent verb arguments realized within the verb phrase 

 the other argument realized outside the verb phrase  

 one of the divalent verb arguments aligned with the single argument of monovalent verbs. 

 

And 

 

 an agent-like participant introduced in one type of incremental valence change 

 a beneficiary/detrimentary/possessor/contained, etc. participant introduced in the other 

type. 

 

The basic difference between both languages is the mapping of participants on arguments, the 

latter being identified as bundles of morphological and syntactic properties attached to the 

expression of participants. Thus, in divalent verbs, Kat projects its more patient-like participant 

onto the argument aligned with the single argument of monovalent verbs, whereas Sik projects 

its agent-like participant onto the argument aligned with the single argument of monovalent 

verbs. 

Turning now to building a common basis for terminology, my proposal is the following: 

 

 as for semantic roles, agent/non-agent 

 as for case, unmarked/marked for the argument coded respectively, like/unlike the single 

argument of monovalent verbs (thus, “unmarked” equals Kat “absolutive” and Sik 

“nominative,” and “marked” equals Kat “ergative” and Sik “accusative”)
21

 

 as for constituency, internal/external for the argument realized, respectively, 

inside/outside the verb phrase 

 as for grammatical relations, subject for the argument capturing the same privileges—in 

terms of behavior and control—than the single argument of monovalent verbs / object for 

the other argument. 

 

In these terms, we can compact Kat and Sik’s resemblances and differences in divalent verb 

argument structure as:  

 
 Kat non-agent unmarked external subject 

 Sik agent  unmarked external subject 
 

                                                        
20 Sik trivalent verbs will be left out of the comparison, since Kat has no equivalent. 
21 My marked/unmarked cases are called, respectively, nominative/accusative in Marantz’s (1984) chapter “The 

ergativity parameter.” 
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 Kat agent marked internal object 

 Sik non-agent marked  internal object 

 

Obviously, Kat and Sik have the same argument structure, except for the semantic role correlates 

of arguments, which show a neat inversion. (In my opinion, the basic difference between 

ergativity and accusativity boils down to that, plus, on the ergativity side, a significant amount of 

heterogeneity—most of it made intelligible by diachrony.) 

Now, coming to valence changes, in Kat the incremental argument of causatives lands at 

the agent-marked-internal-object position, whereas in Sik it lands at the agent-unmarked-

external-subject position. Obviously, the common denominator between both languages is the 

semantic role that typically fills the landing position: that of the agent. 

Parallel, in Kat the incremental argument of applicatives lands at the non-agent-unmarked-

external-subject position, whereas in Sik it lands at the non-agent-marked-internal-object 

position. The common denominator between both languages is the semantic role that typically 

fills the landing position: that of a non-agent. 

What has just been said entails that a typological definition of causatives and applicatives 

cannot accommodate these two languages unless it is laid in terms of semantic roles. Should we 

want to put it in terms of a formal structure of the type “in causatives the increment lands at the 

subject position, in applicatives the increment lands at the object position,” we would have to 

face the fact that (17), which translates to “Yowai’s mother made him run,” is an applicative, and 

(35), which translates to “I am going to cook fish for you,” is a causative.
22

 

Unless: either 1) the analysis of Kat as a syntactically ergative language is inaccurate or 2) 

ergative and accusative syntaxes entail mutually incomparable structures, and different formal 

categories have to be worked out for each type of language (in the vein of Dryer, 1986, for 

example). In Queixalós (2010), some evidence is marshaled to settle the issue of Kat ergative 

syntax. Marantz’s (1984) is—in spite of severe criticism addressed from various sources (e.g. 

Nash, 1998)—a very serious tentative to invalidate assumption 2). 

The following table offers a synopsis of the previous paragraphs. Arrows stand for 

participant migrations between argument positions, and small “spurts” show the locations where 

the increment materializes. We can compare what the renegotiation of positions looks like when 

expressed in terms of grammatical relations (42) vs. in terms of semantic roles (43).
23

 Since the 

strategy for causativizing divalent verbs diverges for both languages (Kat generates a two-clause 

sentence, Sik a one-clause sentence), the table is restricted to valence changes underwent by 

monovalent verbs, in order to keep it visually neat. Notwithstanding, the same mechanics 

prevails in both languages for applicatives on divalent verbs, provided that we replace ‘unique’ 

by ‘agent.’ 

                                                        
22 Thanks to Andrés Salanova for some discussion on this topic. 
23 No particular semantic role is labelled for the unique argument of monovalent verbs (UNIQUE in the table). 



Kat                                                                                      Sik 

(42)                                                                            GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS 

 

————————————————————————— causative————————————————————————— 

    [VERB]  [SUBJECT]       [SUBJECT]     [VERB] 

 

 

        

 [OBJECT  VERBcausative] [SUBJECT]        [SUBJECT] [OBJECT     VERBcausative]  

—————————————————————————applicative————————————————————————— 

                         [VERB]              [SUBJECT]       [SUBJECT]             [VERB] 

 

 

 

[OBJECT       VERBapplicative]       [SUBJECT]        [SUBJECT]  [OBJECT    VERBapplicative] 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

(43)          SEMANTIC ROLES  
 

————————————————————————— causative————————————————————————— 

                       [VERB]  [UNIQUE]        [UNIQUE]      [VERB] 

 

 

 

[AGENT      VERBcausative]       [NON-AGENT]         [AGENT]   [NON-AGENT    VERBcausative] 

—————————————————————————applicative————————————————————————— 

   [VERB]   [UNIQUE]        [UNIQUE]      [VERB] 

 

 

 

[AGENT      VERBapplicative]     [NON-AGENT]                 [AGENT]   [NON-AGENT    VERBapplicative] 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 
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5. Discussion 
 

For both valence changes, the isomorphism between Kat and Sik is striking if formulated in 

semantic role terms: 1) the increment in causatives pops up in an agent position, and in 

applicatives it pops up in a non-agent position, whereas 2) unique in causatives goes to a non-

agent position and in applicatives it goes to an agent position. 

Baker (1988) assumes that accusative and ergative “D-structures”—let us say 

“syntaxes”—should be radically symmetrical regarding clause constituency. In an accusative 

syntax, the agent is realized externally to the verb phrase, and the patient internally, whereas, 

in an ergative syntax, the patient is external, and the agent internal. Valence changes are 

directly conditioned by constituent structure and should, consequently, be a tight reflection of 

the mentioned symmetry. Thus, if in an accusative syntax the patient incorporates to its verb 

due to their close neighborhood inside the verb phrase, in an ergative syntax the agent is the 

one who should undergo incorporation into the verb. The cross-linguistically obvious lack of 

true agent incorporation, whatever the basic alignment type, leads Baker to cast doubt on the 

very existence of an ergative syntax. A comparable stand, from a different theoretical 

framework, is taken by Johnson (1977). It goes without saying that Baker’s discussion 

concerning incorporation holds perfectly, other things being equal, for causative and 

applicative valence changes. (Moreover, applicatives are, in Baker’s view, a subspecies of 

incorporation.) 

Now, not only Kat agent is internal to the verb phrase, but the mapping of patient, 

unmarked, and subject is almost perfect (Queixalós, 2010): there is ample evidence—not so 

cross-linguistically frequent, even in the realm of ergativity—that coding, position, 

movement, control, plus extraction in questions, relatives and focus, converge altogether 

toward the patient as the privileged argument in morphological and syntactic access 

hierarchies. Thus, as long as we look at valence change mechanisms—be they incorporation, 

causation, or applicative —as something formally driven, that is, as strictly conditioned by the 

morphosyntactic structure of the basic clause—constituency, grammatical relations—we are 

bound to see two totally heterogeneous syntaxes in Kat and Sik. On the contrary, the perfect 

parallel between both languages as displayed by (43) lends some validity to the assumption 

that valence changes are conditioned mainly by semantic roles:
24

 in this respect, Kat and Sik 

syntaxes are identical. Which seems a most welcome result for typology and linguistic theory: 

ergativity and accusativity are formally one and the same thing, and no separate theoretical 

apparatus besides parametrizing the “linking rules” device
25

 of a grammatical system is 

required. 
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